Generation of a 50,000-member human DNA library with an average DNA insert size of 75-100 kbp in a bacteriophage P1 cloning vector.
A bacteriophage P1 cloning system that permits the isolation and amplification of cloned DNA fragments as large as 100 kbp was described previously. We have now utilized a similar system to generate a 50,000-member human DNA library with DNA inserts ranging in size from 75 to 100 kbp. Two major obstacles were overcome in constructing the library. The first concerned the mcrAB restriction system of Escherichia coli, which degrades DNA containing MeC and interferes with the recovery of cloned human DNA inserts. In the P1 cloning system, the effect of the Mcr restriction activity is to decrease recovery of cloned inserts by about 35-fold when the activity is in the host cell line and by about 3-fold when the activity is in the cells used to prepare the packaging extract. To circumvent this problem we inactivated, by mutation, the McrAB proteins in both components of the cloning system. The second obstacle concerned the preferential cloning of small DNA fragments from a population of fragments ranging in size from 20 to 100 kbp. To deal with this problem we first modified the P1 lysogen used to prepare the in vitro head-tail packaging extract so that it would produce 12 times as many large P1 heads (head capacity about 110 kbp) as small P1 heads (head capacity about 45 kbp). We then restructured the P1 cloning vector so that it could be used to produce vector "arm" fragments that could be ligated to insert DNA at only one end. This prevented the formation of long concatamers consisting of alternating units of vector and insert DNA and prohibited the packaging of small inserts in large phage heads. Using the insert-biased large head extract, the arms vector, and size-selected human DNA fragments, we showed that as much as 90% of recovered transformants contained inserts in the desired high molecular weight range.